ABsTRAcT, The main purpose of this talk is an announcement of the $peaker's !ecent resuk: Exi$teRce (er coRstructioR) ef a pfejective variety whose general fiber of the Gauss map is the given projective variety. The speakef also talked abgut kistery ef stadies of Gttuss fiber structures, and explained the linearity of Gauss fibers in characteristic e aAd differeAces between e akd pesitive characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, the base field K is an algebraically closed field and varieties are integral a}gebraic $cheme$ ever K.
Precisely, "Gauss fibers" mean general fibers of the Gauss maps.
Defixxition of the Gauss map is as foilows: DefiiRitieR 1.1. Let X c PN be G proj'ecttwe vGviety. The Gagss map 7 on X is the rational map from X to the Grassmannian G(dimX, N) s#ch that 7(p) = TpX for Gny smeeth peintp E X, where TpX is the projective embedded tangent space. We study the follewiAg Ratural qge$ticn:
Questiek. What is the structure ef the general fibers of 7?
(1) If charK = e then ge"eral fibers are linear spaces (ll], [5] , [16] Abogt their history, refer the KleimaR's paper [11] . OR the ether haRd, GTifiths-Harris proved this fact ( [5] ).
This fact, when X is a curve, implies that mu}tiple tangendines (which have two or more distinct tangential points at X) are only finitely many. A cone surface (which is the join of a curve and one point) and a tangent surface (which is covered by tangent lines of some curve) are concrete examples with dimX = 2 År 1 me dim7(X).
IR differential geemetry, a Tesu}t analegou$ to the aRswer (1) is kaown. Let f : U . R3 be a swiace (U is aA epeR sabset gf R2). and let X" = p2(CX) be the dgal variety. TheR we caR also defue aX', which can be considered as a subvariety of PN Å~ PN". Definition 2.1. lf CX = CX" then X is called reflexive.
Reflexivity is stronger than duality.
Remark 2.2. lfX is reflestve, then X"" ww X.
The following theorem implies that any projective variety in characteristic O is refiexive.
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MAIN RESULT
In this section, the speaker states the main result and gives the proof for plane curves' case. This proof is essential, and the general case is proven the same. 
SUPPLEMENT
The idea for the construction in the proof of main theorem is based on "circular surfaces" ( [6] , [7] ). Circular surfaces are given by moving circles continuously, and have been studied in differential geometry.
Recently, they are studied from the modern viewpoint of real singularity theory ( [7] ). Circles are Ys in our setting. The speaker also found another new Gauss fiber structures by this idea ( [4] ). mcrease.
